THE ULTRAFLLO LINE OF RAILCAR BUTTERFLY VALVES DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE RAILCAR INDUSTRY

ALL AMERICAN MADE LINE OF BUTTERFLY VALVES
As a primary valve supplier to many of the railcar industry OEM’s, Ultraflo has gained a thorough understanding of the special requirements associated with pneumatic railcars. This understanding and responsiveness to specific customer needs has resulted in the development of Ultraflo’s line of railcar valves designed exclusively for the pneumatic railcar industry.

**ALL ULTRAFLO VALVES HAVE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES**

- 100% AMERICAN MADE
- LARGE INVENTORY TO SUPPORT QUICK DELIVERY
- CNC MACHINING TO ENSURE CONSISTENT ADHERENCE TO PRECISE TOLERANCES
- UPPER AND LOWER BUSHINGS REDUCE SEIZING AND GAULDING
- LOW OPERATING TORQUE
- SEAT DESIGN INCORPORATES O-RINGS INTO STEM HOLE AND FLANGE FACE TO ENSURE POSITIVE SEAL
- DOVE-TAIL SEAT RETENTION METHOD
- HIGH STRENGTH 17-4 S/S STEM

**IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD FEATURES OF ALL ULTRAFLO PRODUCTS, THE FOLLOWING DESIGN FEATURES HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED INTO OUR RAILCAR VALVES EXCLUSIVELY TO MEET THE SEVERE DEMANDS OF RAILCAR USAGE**

A. RIVETED DISC RESISTS VIBRATION TO PROTECT AGAINST DISC-SCREW BACKOUTS & SHEARS

B. HANDLE SECURED BY ROLL-PIN PREVENTS LOSS FROM VIBRATION

C. BAKED ON EPOXY COATING RESISTS CORROSION

D. PAD-LOCKABLE HANDLE PREVENTS UNAUTHORIZED OPERATION

**MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION**

- HOUSING: CAST IRON (EPOXY COATED), ALUMINUM
- DISCS: 316 S/S, NODULAR IRON, ALUMINUM BRONZE
- SEAT: EPDM, NITRILE, BUNA, VITON, NITRILE

AVAILABE IN FDA APPROVED WHITE

**ULTRAFLO CORPORATION**

#8 TRAUTMAN INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
STE. GENEVIEVE, MO 63670
(800) 950 - 1762 FAX: (573) 883 - 8882